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The technology of autonomous vehicles is expected to revolutionize the operation of road transport systems. The penetration rate
of autonomous vehicles will be low at the early stage of their deployment. It is a challenge to explore the effects of autonomous
vehicles and their penetration on heterogeneous traffic flowdynamics.This paper aims to investigate this issue. An improved cellular
automaton was employed as the modeling platform for our study. In particular, two sets of rules for lane changing were designed to
address mild and aggressive lane changing behavior. With extensive simulation studies, we obtained some promising results. First,
the introduction of autonomous vehicles to road traffic could considerably improve traffic flow, particularly the road capacity and
free-flow speed. And the level of improvement increases with the penetration rate. Second, the lane-changing frequency between
neighboring lanes evolves with traffic density along a fundamental-diagram-like curve. Third, the impacts of autonomous vehicles
on the collective traffic flow characteristics are mainly related to their smart maneuvers in lane changing and car following, and it
seems that the car-following impact is more pronounced.

1. Introduction

During the last decade, there has been an intensive effort to
develop a variety of vehicle automation systems. Besides their
remarkable capabilities in performing various driving tasks,
automated/autonomous vehicles may have the potential to
influence the operation of traffic systems in terms of effi-
ciency, safety, and greenness [1–5]. More specifically, autono-
mous vehicles (AVs) have negligible reaction time delays as
compared to regular vehicles (RVs) and are able to run with
much less spacing or headwaywith possibly a broad spectrum
of speed. It is therefore expected that traffic capacity of roads
with AVs would be increased [6–9]. AVs are also able to
access the running status of neighboring vehicles so as to
make more informed and smarter decisions on their lane-
change maneuvers. This could also have a positive impact on
road capacity. In addition, AVs may help decrease fuel con-
sumption and emissions [10]. Nevertheless, current vehicle
automation technologies are typically developed to benefit

individual vehicles, without a clear view of the possible
advantages and disadvantages they may contribute to the
characteristics of traffic flow.

The penetration rate of autonomous vehicles will be low
at the early stage of their deployment, and RVs and AVs are
expected to travel together on roads over a long period of
time. The mixture of AVs and RVs may reveal some com-
plicated traffic flow characteristics unlike that with only RVs
[11, 12]. So far, studies on such mixed traffic flow are still
quite limited [13, 14]. Appropriate models and modeling
approaches are needed, at all (microscopic, mesoscopic, and
macroscopic) levels, which could allow for a proper reflection
of evolving dynamics and capabilities of mixed traffic flow.

This paper intends to explore the characteristics of mixed
traffic flow of RVs and AVs, including capacity, fundamental
diagram, and lane-changing frequency. Since AVs are not
yet in the market, current investigations concerning AVs are
performed either via field experiments, whichmainly address
issues at the individual vehicle level, or via simulation studies
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that could also deliver implications at the traffic flow level.
Available simulation studies are not yet sufficient. And (1)
effects of AVs were neither fully analyzed nor compre-
hensively interpreted; (2) identified effects were not always
consistent; (3) no unified modeling approach is available.
This paper follows the simulation avenue. Since our major
concern is about individual vehicles’ behavior on overall
traffic flow dynamics, we would choose either mesoscopic
simulation models like cellular automata (CA) or micro-
scopic simulation models like VISSIM and AIMSUN for this
work. As discussed in the literature, an important issue is
the balance between the model performance and complexity.
Considering the capability of CA in modeling complex
nonlinear traffic flowdynamics despite its essential simplicity,
we have decided to use CA for this study.More specifically, an
improved cellular automata (CA) model is employed in this
work. A brief literature review on CA is presented below.

The first cellular automata model that was introduced
to traffic simulation is the NaSch model proposed by Nagel
and Schreckenberg [15]. CA is essentially a discrete spa-
tiotemporal dynamic system based on local rules [16]. Using
CA, complexity and emergence in traffic systems can be
modeled and simulated with terse conditions and rules [17].
Because of its simplicity, efficiency, and effectiveness, a large
number of extended CAmodels have been developed follow-
ing the NaSch model [18]. For instance, Chowdhury et al.
[19] developed the Symmetric Two-lane Cellular Automata
(STCA) model, which was later expanded by Pederson and
Ruhoff [20] to the multilane case. CA models were also used
to mimic heterogeneous traffic flow [21–24].

This work models and simulates heterogeneous traffic
flow of RVs and AVs using an improved STCA model, in
an attempt to identify impacts of AVs on mixed traffic flow
dynamics. Different levels of penetration rate of AVs are
considered to reflect gradual growth of AVs in traffic flow. At
the core of ourCA-basedmesoscopic traffic simulationmodel
are two specific sets of lane-changing rules for AVs and RVs.
Onemajor goal of this research is to determine theAV impact
on lane-changing frequency of all involved vehicles. For this
reason, a brief literature review on the study of lane changing
is presented below.

Frequent lane changes certainly affect traffic flow [25],
and improper lane changing has been identified as a main
source of traffic congestion and accidents [26, 27]. Gipps
introduced probably the first well-known lane-changing
model for urban traffic [28], while several other models were
developed on the basis of Gipps’s model and extended to the
freeway case [15, 29]. Ahmed et al. [30] applied the random
utility theory to model lane-changing behavior and defined
the lane-changing decision process. Toledo [31] developed a
discrete choice framework to model integrated lane changes
and estimated the relevant parameters. Under the condition
of dense or congested traffic, a vehicle attempting to change
lanes needs cooperation from at least one following vehicle
in the target lane. Hidas [25] developed a cooperative lane-
changing model based on a “driver courtesy” concept. The
vehicle that wants to change lane sends a courtesy request
to subsequent vehicles in the target lanes; the request is
evaluated by each subsequent vehicle. If a vehicle provides

courtesy to the requesting vehicle, it reduces its acceleration
to ensure that a free gap of sufficient length is created.

By comprehensively reviewing previous works on lane
changes, Kesting et al. [32] proposed themodelMOBIL (Min-
imizingOverall Braking Induced by Lane changes) to address
cooperative lane changing of intelligent vehicles. MOBIL
emulates the lane-changing decision as a trade-off between
the incentive that a vehicle intends to do lane changing so
as to gain a higher speed and the politeness that this vehicle
would exhibit so as to introduce the least disturbance possible
to the adjacent vehicles in the target lane. Based on MOBIL,
other researchers further studied intelligent lane-changing
models [33]. On the empirical side, the studies of lane-
changing behavior were far less comprehensive than those of
longitudinal driving behavior (such as car following) due to
the lack of extensive vehicle trajectory data [34]. The emer-
gence of autonomous and connected vehicle technology
offers some great future opportunities.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the modeling and simulation framework based on improved
cellular automata and particularly presents two specific sets
of rules for lane changing. Section 3 conducts extensive sim-
ulation studies, with promising results presented. Section 4
concludes the paper.

2. Modeling

2.1. Modeling Setup. A typical traffic CA model accounts for
three key components: the road environment, the cells’ states,
and local transition rules. We consider a three-lane stretch of
a freeway, which is represented by a lattice of a number 𝐿 of
cells per lane. The cell length is set to be 5 meters, approx-
imately the average length of a vehicle. The simulation time
step is set to be 1 second, and the simulation time horizon is
of 10,000 time steps.The speed of any regular vehicle is at one
of the six discrete levels, which are 0–5 cells per time step.
“0” means that the vehicle is at a standstill, while “5” means
the vehicle can travel across 5 cells within one time step and
the corresponding speed is 90 km/h. On the other hand, the
maximum speed of any autonomous vehicle is 7 cells per time
step (i.e., 126 km/h). A cell is in either of two states at any
time instant, vacant or occupied by a vehicle.With the vehicle
speed information taken into account, we may view the state
of each cell as varying from −1 to 7, with “−1” addressing
the vacant status and “0–7” the occupying status with the
corresponding vehicle speed at level 0–7.

2.2. Basic Rules for Updating System State. Some rules are
based to update the states of all vehicles over one time step
from 𝑡 to 𝑡 + 1. Each rule addresses a specific maneuver of
vehicles. In the sequence of how the system is updated in each
time step, these rules are presented as follows:

(i) Lane changing,
(ii) Acceleration: V𝑛 → min(Vmax, V𝑛 + 1),
(iii) Deterministic deceleration: V𝑛 → min(V𝑛, 𝑑𝑛),
(iv) Randomization: V𝑛 → max(V𝑛 − 1, 0),
(v) Position updates: 𝑥𝑛 → 𝑥𝑛 + V𝑛,
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where V𝑛(𝑡) denotes the velocity of a certain vehicle 𝑛 at time
instant 𝑡, Vmax denotes the maximum velocity limit, which is
equal to either 5 or 7 in this work, 𝑑𝑛 represents the front
spacing of vehicle 𝑛 on the same lane, and 𝑥𝑛 stands for the
current position of vehicle 𝑛.

For every time step, these rules are sequentially con-
sidered for each vehicle to update its state, and the lane-
changing maneuver is always conducted first, of which the
rules are detailed in Section 2.3. The acceleration rule says
that any vehicle 𝑛 may not increase its speed over one time
step by more than one level. The deceleration rule means
that a vehicle keeps its current speed unless it has to slow
down to adapt to its current front spacing.The randomization
rule applies only to RVs with the probability 𝑝 ∈ (0, 1). This
means that a percentage of drivers are not able to maintain
the current speed constantly and may randomly slow down
their vehicles. The position-updating rule states that vehicles
update their locations according to their current speeds. This
rule is taken from the single-lane NaSch model.

2.3. Lane-Changing Rules. Any vehicle, AV or RV, is assumed
to obey a basic rule that lane changing could be conducted
only at the least cost of speed reduction of neighboring vehi-
cles; that is, a vehiclewould change lane only if its neighboring
vehicles in the target lane would not have to accordingly
slow down too much. In addition, it is assumed that the
left lane changing has the first priority if lane changing in
either direction is acceptable.

The major difference between RVs and AVs in terms of
lane changing is that anAV could communicate with adjacent
AVs in the target lanes for the possibility of more flexible lane
changing. More specifically, two sets of lane-changing rules
are considered, which are Polite Lane Changing (PLC) and
Aggressive Lane Changing (ALC) rules. Depending on the
situation, an AV may follow either PLC or ALC while an RV
can only follow the ALC rule.

(1) Polite Lane Changing (PLC).The fundamental hypothesis
concerning PLC is that drivers are cautious when they
attempt to change lanes; that is, their lane-change maneuvers
are not supposed to interfere with the motion of neighboring
vehicles on the adjacent lanes. This is basically consistent
with the MOBIL model with its politeness parameter equal
to 1. Instead of assuming self-centered behavior in most
lane-changing models, PLC rules support a more altruistic
behavior.

Generally speaking, two aspects need to be taken into
account while studying lane changing: the incentive and
safety. Only if some criteria concerning both aspects are met
will vehicles change lanes. We make reference to the STCA
model [19] to set up the incentive and safety criteria for PLC.
The PLC rules are illustrated with Figure 1, where vehicles in
red represent AVs preparing to change lanes.

As shown in Figure 1(a), vehicle 𝑛 takes the left lane as the
target lane and may conduct lane changing if the following
conditions are met:

𝑑𝑛 < min (V𝑛 (𝑡) + 1, Vmax) (1)

𝑑𝑛,𝑙 > 𝑑𝑛 (2)

𝑑𝑛,𝑙,back > Vmax, (3)

where V𝑛(𝑡) denotes the velocity of the 𝑛th vehicle at time
instant 𝑡, Vmax denotes the maximum velocity limit of the 𝑛th
vehicle, and 𝑑𝑛, 𝑑𝑛,𝑙, and 𝑑𝑛,𝑙,back represent the front spacing
of vehicle 𝑛 on the same lane, the front spacing of vehicle 𝑛
on the left lane, and rear spacing of vehicle 𝑛 on the left lane.
Similar nomenclature applies to the right lane-changing case.

Equation (1) formulates the incentive criterion while (2)
and (3) address the safety criterion. More precisely, (1) means
that current front spacing is not sufficient if the current speed
is increased by one level; (2) and (3)mean that the left (target)
front spacing is adequate for lane changing and the left rear
spacing is absolutely safe. If (1)–(3) are not met, vehicle 𝑛
checks the possibility of lane changing on the right side:

𝑑𝑛,𝑟 > 𝑑𝑛 (4)

𝑑𝑛,𝑟,back > Vmax. (5)

If (1), (4), and (5) are not met, vehicle 𝑛 remains in
the current lane. When (1)–(3) or (1), (4), and (5) are met,
vehicle 𝑛 could do lane changing with a probability of𝑃𝑐.This
parameter is introduced to reflect the individuality of vehicles
in lane changing (i.e., even under the same conditions that
favor lane changing, some vehicles may not choose to do it).

As plotted in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), two more sets of rules
are considered to address cooperative lane changing of two
AVs:

𝑑𝑛+2,𝑟,back > Vmax (6)

𝑑𝑛,𝑙,back + 𝑙𝑛 + 𝑑𝑛 ≥ V𝑛+2 (𝑡) (7)

𝑑𝑛+2,𝑙,back > Vmax (8)

𝑑𝑛+2,𝑙 ≥ V𝑛+2 (𝑡) , (9)

where 𝑙𝑛 denotes the length of vehicle 𝑛. Equations (6) and
(7) correspond to Figure 1(b), where the two AVs cooperate
via intercommunication to do lane changing in the oppo-
site directions. Equations (8) and (9) address the case of
Figure 1(c), where the two AVs cooperate to do lane changing
in the same direction. The probability parameter 𝑃𝑐 applies.

The PLC rules are assumed in this work to be obeyed only
by AVs, while the ALC rules to be introduced below can be
followed by both AVs and RVs.

(2) Aggressive Lane Changing (ALC). ALC represents a set of
more realistic lane-changing rules than PLC, especially for
RVs. Research on the lane-changing behavior of RVs [35,
36] indicates that slower preceding vehicles would in many
situations tempt the following drivers to consider overtaking.
In addition, 95% of drivers would choose to do lane changing
only if the rear spacing on the target lane is bigger than a 3-
cell length (15 meters) and their speeds are higher than the
following vehicles on the target lane [37, 38]. As inspired by
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Figure 1: The lane-changing rules and simulation scenarios.

these findings, we have designed theALC rules to supplement
the PLC rules:

𝑑𝑛,target,back ≥ 𝑑0

V𝑛 (𝑡) ≥ V𝑛,target,back (𝑡) .
(10)

If vehicle 𝑛 is an RV, 𝑑0 is set to be equal to 3-cell length;
otherwise, 𝑑0 is set equal to a 2-cell length to represent the
different accuracy of driving behavior of AVs and RVs.

(3) PLC or ALC for an AV. Given an AV at a certain time
instant, if the conditions for it to do PLC are met, it chooses
PLC; otherwise, if the conditions for ALC are satisfied, it
opts for ALC with aggression under a certain probability
𝑝aggressive, which indicates that this maneuver will influence
adjacent vehicles’ velocities. However, if neither lane-chang-
ing maneuver is possible, it remains in the current lane (see
also Figure 3).

3. Numerical Simulation and Result Analysis

3.1. Simulation Setup. As shown in Figure 1, a freeway stretch
of 3 lanes without on/off-ramps was considered for the
simulation studies. The stretch consists of 50 cells (i.e., the
stretch length is 250m). The maximum speed of a regular
or autonomous vehicle is 5 or 7 cells per time step. Let 𝑁,
𝑁𝑎, and 𝑁𝑟 denote the total number of vehicles, AVs, and
RVs within the simulated stretch. As routine practice in the

cellular automata based simulations, the periodic boundary
condition is considered. At the start of each simulation,
only some cells are occupied with vehicles and these initial
locations are randomly selected.

Denote by 𝑄, V, 𝜌, and 𝜌𝑖 the average flow, the average
speed, the average density of the stretch, and the density of
the lane 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3). More specifically,

V = 1
𝑇

𝑇+𝑡0−1

∑
𝑡=𝑡0

1
𝑁

𝑁

∑
𝑛=1

V𝑛 (𝑡)

𝜌 = 𝑁
3𝐿

𝜌𝑖 =
𝑁𝑖
𝐿

(11)

and the flow can be determined as

𝑄 = 𝜌 ⋅ V. (12)

The simulation was run 20 times for each scenario. The
simulation time horizon 𝑇 is 20,000 time steps, and for each
simulation run, the outcome from the first 104 simulation
time steps was discarded in order to remove transient effects,
and the results of the next 104 time steps were recorded.

3.2. The Impact of AVs on Traffic Flow Characteristics.
Figure 2 shows the characteristics of mixed traffic flow,
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Figure 2: Fundamental diagrams of mixed traffic flow.
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Figure 3: PLC or ALC for an AV.

where the legend addresses different AV proportions (i.e.,
the market penetration rate of AVs), and the solid/dash line
for each AV proportion refers to the PLC/ALC rules. First,
Figure 2(a) presents the speed-density relation obtained with
the simulation data. With the increase of the AV proportion,
the speed-density curve moves to the right. This indicates
that, first, the increase of the AV ratio increases the mean
speed given the same density, and second, with more AVs
involved, the entire traffic flow could endure a higher density
for any given speed. All these are basically consistent with
our general understanding of the capacity of AVs, particularly
their negligible reaction time delays. Second, Figure 2(b)
presents the flow-density relation extracted from the simula-
tion data. Clearly, the inclusion of AVs considerably increases
the road capacity and free-flow speed. More specifically, the
road capacity is about 2000 vehs/h at zero percentage of AVs
(𝛼 = 0) and becomes 3070 vehs/h when all vehicles are AVs
(𝛼 = 100%). The free-flow speed is about 78.85 km/h when
𝛼 = 0 and becomes 115.20 km/h when 𝛼 = 100%, about

46% higher. In addition, the increase of the AV proportion
also improves the critical density slightly, indicating that the
introduction of AVs makes the entire traffic flowmore stable.
On the other hand, the use of different rules of lane changing
(PLC or ALC) seems to have made little difference. Further
studies are needed for a more concrete conclusion on this
issue.

3.3. The Impact of Lane-Changing Probability. As mentioned,
when some preset conditions are met, vehicles may change
lanes or not, and in our simulation studies, a probability 𝑃𝑐 is
assigned so that only a portion of candidate vehicles choose
to change lanes. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of 𝑃𝑐 on the
fundamental diagram under different AV proportions, where
only the ALC lane-changing rule is considered. Clearly, there
is a contrast between Figures 2 and 4: the involvement of AVs
does improve traffic flow characteristics a lot (Figure 2) while
the impact of lane changing on flow seems to be much less
than expected. This may indicate that the change in the car-
following maneuvers of AVs (compared to RVs) contributes
more to the improvement of traffic flow characteristics than
the smarter lane-changing operation of AVs. To further
investigate the impact of lane changing, next we look into the
lane-wise lane-changing frequency for details.

3.4. Lane-Changing Frequency. In this section, we focus on
the case of 𝑃𝑐 = 1 and explore the details of lane-wise
lane changing. First of all, the lane-changing frequency 𝑓𝑖,𝑗
between lanes 𝑖 and 𝑗 is defined as follows:

𝑓𝑖,𝑗 =
𝑁𝑖,𝑗,lane-changing
𝑇 ⋅ 𝑁

, (13)
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Figure 5: Lane-changing frequency of mixed traffic flow: (a, c) 𝑖 = 1 and 𝑗 = 2; (b, d) 𝑖 = 2 and 𝑗 = 3; (a, b) PLC; (c, d) ALC.

where the numerator refers to the total number of lane-
changing instances between lane 𝑖 and lane 𝑗 over the simula-
tion horizon 𝑇, while the denominator represents the total
number of vehicles involved in the entire simulation.

The simulation results are presented in Figure 5, where
the 𝑧 (height) dimension of each subfigure refers to 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 (%)
and the 𝑥 and 𝑦 dimensions refer to traffic densities of lanes
𝑖 and 𝑗. Figures 5(a) and 5(c) address the case where 𝑖 = 1

and 𝑗 = 2, and Figures 5(b) and 5(d) address the case where
𝑖 = 2 and 𝑗 = 3. Moreover, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are with the
PLC rule, and Figures 5(c) and 5(d) are with theALC rule. For
simplicity, the values of densities are taken along the dashed
diagonal line on the bottom plane in each subfigure.

Focusing on Figure 5(a), we see that, with each AV ratio
alpha, 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 evolves along a fundamental-diagram-like curve
over densities of lanes 𝑖 and 𝑗, and this is in fact consistent
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Table 1: Turning points in the fundamental-diagram-like curves of
𝑓𝑖,𝑗 over densities.

Scenario Lane density [veh/km] 𝛼 Lane-changing frequency
𝜌1 𝜌2 𝜌3

(a) 38.7 41.02 0% 0.0723
(b) 41.02 40.29 0% 0.0096
(c) 38.12 40.76 0% 0.0131
(d) 40.76 41.12 0% 0.0160

with our intuitive understanding; that is, when the densities
of both lanes are low, vehicles have more freedom to do lane
changing, and 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 increases with the number of vehicles on
roads until reaching a critical/turning point and then starts to
decrease. In addition, the more the AVs involved, the less the
value of𝑓𝑖,𝑗.This is becauseAVs canmanage the car-following
process more efficiently even with much smaller intervehicle
spacing than RVs and hence have less incentive to change
lanes. And in the extreme casewhen all vehicles areAVs, there
is no need at all to do any lane changing as shown with the
black curve in Figure 5(a). Comparison of Figures 5(a) and
5(c) with Figures 5(b) and 5(d) shows that using ALC rather
than PLC can substantially increase 𝑓𝑖,𝑗, though the impact
on the overall traffic flow characteristics is not so obvious (see
solid and dashed lines in Figure 2).

It is interesting to mention that the turning points in
Figure 5 are in most cases quite close to those in Figure 2
in terms of traffic densities (around 40 vehs/km) (see Table 1
for details). This indicates that when the underlying traffic
densities are low, more lane changes are welcome and also
beneficial for better usage of road capacity. And around the
critical point, both the incentive and the possibility of lane
changing are maximized while the flow also reaches its peak.
After that, lane changing becomes less and less practical.
The simulation results also indicate that the critical/turning
points are not much sensitive to the AV ratio values.

3.5. Congestion Degree. Whenever a vehicle’s speed is at the
level of 0 or 1 cell per time step, we say that the vehicle
is experiencing congestion, and thus the congestion degree
(CD) is calculated as follows:

CD =
𝑁𝑐
𝑇 ⋅ 𝑁
, (14)

where 𝑁𝑐 denotes the number of congested vehicles over
the whole simulation horizon T and 𝑇 ⋅ 𝑁 denotes the total
number of vehicles involved in the whole simulation horizon.
It is natural that CD increases with density (see Figure 6).
The presence of AVs does lower CD under the same density
conditions. In particular, before density reaches the critical
density of 40 vehs/km, which corresponds to the capacity
flow, the involvement of AVs definitely helps to keep CD at a
lower level.Throughout the whole density spectrum, it seems
that the mixed traffic flow with an AV proportion of 50%
works best tomaintain a constantly lowerCD.The authors are
doing further work to explore the mechanism underpinning
this observation.
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Figure 6: Congestion degree.

4. Conclusions

This paper has studied the impact of autonomous vehicles on
the characteristics of mixed traffic flow. As no autonomous
vehicle is really running on roads, current investigations are
mainly performed via simulation. Based on an improved cel-
lular automata model, a simulation platform was developed
for this work.

The following conclusions are obtained through intensive
simulation studies:

(1) Traffic capacity and free-flow speed increase posi-
tively with the penetration rate of autonomous vehi-
cles.

(2) The lane-changing frequency between neighboring
lanes evolveswith trafficdensity along a fundamental-
diagram-like curve.

(3) The impact on the overall traffic flow characteristics
of smart lane changing by autonomous vehicles seems
to be much less pronounced than that of smart car
following.

Further work is being conducted to address extended and
more practical traffic scenarios.
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